An Unexpected Arch atop Castle Rock
Stan Wagon
It is always a pleasant surprise when one stumbles on a remarkable feature in the sandstone of the
Colorado Plateau. It can be an example of lace rock, a collection of thousands of Moki marbles, or an
unexpected arch. Castle Rock is one of the most compelling features in the Grand Staircase Escalante
National Monument. Seeing it from a distance, perhaps from Yellow Rock, the road to the Paria movie
set, or the Cottonwood Canyon Road, one knows that one will have to climb it some time. I finally did
so in October. 2021, with Jonathan Kriegel.
An ascent route is described in Michael Kelsey's book "Hiking and Exploring the Paria River," but I had
not studied that in advance, so we just entered the obvious canyon near the Cottonwood Canyon Road
and headed to the Navajo sandstone ramp that goes to the summit area. There was an obstacle at the
bottom of the entrance canyon, but there are a couple ways around it, either to the right (our route) or
to the left (Kelsey’s). The ramp itself is superb, with a few steeper sections and there are some steep
sections near the summit area; this is all class 3 and no problem for someone experienced on sandstone slabs.
As we wandered around the top trying to figure out which tower summit would be our turnaround
point we came across quite a nice arch. It is not huge (about 10 feet wide), but well positioned. Castle
Rock does get climbed occasionally, so this has surely been seen by others, but it was not in the World
Arch Database. So we named it Castle Rock Arch, which ties the location down and also helps one
remember that this is not The Castle, or Castle Peak. The arch itself is just west of the top of the tower
we ascended. That tower appears to be the second-highest one, as a tower to the northeast is likely
10-20 feet higher.
In the photo of the arch, the farthest dome seen through the arch is Yellow Rock, and Red Top is just
visible behind that. This whole area is in the East Kaibab Monocline, an uplift similar to the Waterpocket Fold or the San Rafael Swell. That means it is all very spectacular, once one gets through the
rough easdt-side terrain to gain the higher areas.
One can reverse the route to descend or make a loop out of it by returning to the drainage and heading
upstream until it is easy to gain the sandstone on the other side. Then loop around southeast and east
to finish down a steep gully that ends near the mouth of the entrance canyon.
Arch coordinates: 37° 17′ 44.31″ , 111° 54′ 29.04″
Park at 37° 17′ 23″ , 111° 53′ 49.04″
Gain ramp at 37° 17′ 26″ , 111° 54′ 15″
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Caption. Castle Rock Arch. This summit area has many towers. One is visible just at the right edge of
the image.
Editor: Below I have several pics to choose from. I would insist that at least one of these be used, to
show the glory of Castle Rock.
First one is the view from across the drainage that shows the whole sandstone area. Summit area is,
obviously, on the left of the highest area.
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The next one shows Jonathan on the Navajo sandstone slab, and gives an idea of the route. But in fact
this particular point should have been avoided. On descent the steepest part was in the pic that follows, and that slope is easier and so is a more accurate protrayal of the best route.
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The shots below are are choices to show this great area. The first is from across the drainage. The
second is from the great low-angle area just below the summit.
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